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ABSTRACT
Pixel Expansion has been one of the problems of Visual Cryp-
tography that is yet to be properly addressed. Existing meth-
ods to deal with this problem either have security vulnerabil-
ities and/or produce results of poor quality. In this paper we
propose a grouping based approach to encoding shares in Vi-
sual Cryptography without pixel expansion. In our approach we
try to find groups of γx × γy (where γx and γy are num-
ber of sub-pixels along width and height respectively in the
pixel expansion structure of traditional visual cryptography) of
the same type where ever possible to encode them. Pixels that
do not fall into such group are collected and encoded separately.
In our technique, we are able to avoid security vulnerabilities
(i.e. shares showing patterns resembling secret image) present
in existing techniques of pixel expansion free visual cryptogra-
phy. Also the resultant image produced by overlapping the shares
are of much better visual quality compared to existing schemes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual Cryptography was first proposed by Shamir in 1997[5]. In
this technique message is encoded in the form of shares and de-
coded by human visual system. So it does not require any cryp-
tographic computation to decode the secret image. The encoded
shares are distributed to different users. User can not obtain any
information from his share alone each because share shows only
random noise. This is a simple and perfectly secure technique for
secret sharing.
In [5] Naor Shamir presented k out-of-n threshold visual cryptog-
raphy scheme where in-order to reveal the secret image, at least k
(which is threshold) number of shares, out of the n shares have to
be stacked together (by printing the share images onto transparen-
cies). No information about the secret image can be revealed by
stacking any i number of shares,where i ≤ (k − 1). That means
subset is qualified if and only if it consists of at least k partici-
pants. Visual cryptography was extended to grey scale images in
[1] [4]. In [1] author analysed Visual Cryptography with general

access structure for grey level images whose pixels have g grey
levels ranging from 0 to g-1. In [4] author suggested Visual Cryp-
tography for grey level images by dithering techniques instead of
taking grey levels or grey sub pixels. A dithering technique is used
first to convert a grey level image into an approximate binary im-
age then applied existing visual cryptography to create the shares.
In [2] the author transformed a gray-level image into a half-tone
image and then applied simple binary visual cryptography scheme
to generate a grey-level visual cryptography scheme. In [2] the au-
thor also proposed visual cryptographic schemes for color images
where, before encoding shares using visual cryptography, images
are decomposed into three channels, i.e., yellow, magenta and cyan
by applying color decomposition, followed by half-toning.
Visual cryptography has two parameters one is contrast β, another
one pixel expansion γ. Contrast is difference of stacked sub pixels
representing a white or a black pixel, also called the relative dif-
ference. Pixel expansion is number of sub pixel which is required
to encode a black or white pixel. In a visual cryptographic scheme,
if one pixel in the secret image is encoded to γ sub-pixels in the
shares, then γ is the pixel expansion, and the shares are γ times as
large as the secret image. So, ideally, we require pixel expansion to
be as small as possible while making the relative difference (con-
trast) as large as possible. In this paper we propose a scheme of
encoding shares for visual cryptography without pixel expansion.
In [6] author proposed Visual cryptography with out pixel expan-
sion. Their scheme encodes a single pixel based upon the proba-
bility of it being a black or white sub-pixel. The drawback of this
scheme is that the quality of stacked image is very poor. In Hou
et al.[3] author proposed Multi pixel encoding method for visual
cryptography without pixel expansion. In their technique visual
quality of stacked image is good when compared to Ito et al [6]
but also have some shortcomings. Their scheme encodes γ succes-
sive white or black pixels but they did not mention about the case
when the number of successive pixels of same type is less than γ.
Their scheme also has a security issue. The shares created by their
scheme show some patterns resembling those in the secret image.
So the secret message may be recognized or guessed by viewing a
single share. In Zhang et al.[7] Haibo zhang proposed pixel-block
aware encoding method, in which they applied zig-zag scan mode
and in a single run collects and encodes consecutive pixels of same
type, till meeting a pixel of different type. They are encoding vari-
able number of consecutive pixels of same type in each run. The
drawback of this scheme is that quality of stacked image quality is
poor (even compared to Hou et al.).
In this paper, we propose group based scheme for encoding shares
for Visual cryptography without pixel expansion. The rest of the
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paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains our approach in
details. In Section 3 we compare the results obtained by our pro-
posed approach to two of the existing state-of-the-art methods for
pixel expansion free visual cryptography while Section 4 concludes
the paper.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
In k-out-of-n visual cryptography, there are two collections of n×γ
boolean matrices C0/C1. C0/C1 are formed by all possible column
permutations on the basis matrices for encoding white/ black pixels
respectively. In order to encoding a white pixel, one of the matrices
in C0 is randomly chosen; whereas to encode a black pixel, one of
the matrices in C1 is randomly chosen. In our approach we use a
linear scanning technique to scan the pixels in the secret image. We
look at an area of γx × γy pixels starting from the current pixel
and check if all the pixels in the area are of the same type. If they
are, we encode them in one go using one of the matrices in C0/C1.
If they are not, we take the current pixel and store its position in
list(0)/list(1). If the size of either list(0) or list(1) reaches γ, we use a
type of dispersion technique to encode the pixel into the shares. For
this we pick one of the shares. In this share, we check the density
of white pixels around the positions of the pixels in list(0)/list(1).
The positions are sorted based on the density of white pixel around
them. Then we start by filling black sub-pixels into positions that
have higher density of white around the pixel position that is to be
filled. The rest of the shares are filled based on the filling of sub-
pixels in the share under consideration. At the end of the scanning,
if less than γ pixels are left in list(0) or list(1), these pixels are filled
by picking one of the matrices inC0/C1 and truncating it to the size
of the list.
Given below is our approach in algorithmic form. Let n be the num-
ber of shares and γ be the number of columns in the basis matrices,
γ = γx × γy where γx = no. of sub-pixels along x-axis, γy = no.
of sub-pixel expansion along y-axis. Img = secret image, r×c =
size of the secret image, and list(0)/list(1) are the arrays to store
the location of black or white pixel which is not in the group of
γx × γy . getWhiteDensity(A , i , j) returns the density of white
pixels in a 3×3 neighbourhood around pixel (i , j) in the image A.
REVERSE SORT(B) return the positions of elements of array B
if we were to sort the array B in reverse order. M0/M1 are the
basis matrices for encoding a white/black pixel respectively. The
matrices M0/M1 are arranged in such a manner that the columns
containing ‘1’ in the first row of M0/M1, are at the begining, while
the columns containing ‘0’ in the first row are at the end.

2.1 How algorithm works :
We are taking an example of 2 out of 2 Visual Cryptography to
show the working of our algorithm step by step. Figure 1 shows
the sample input image containing black and white pixels that we
will use to demonstrate the working of our proposed algorithm. Our

Fig. 1: Sample binary secret image
algorithm scans the image to check if image contain γ same type
of pixels in a group form of γx × γy . (Here γ = 4 i.e. (γx × γy),

γx = 2, and γy = 2) then encode the white/black pixels using ba-
sis matrices (one of the matrices in C0/C1 is randomly selected for
the white/black pixels). Otherwise store the location of the pixel in
the array PoSw or PoSb for white and black pixel respectively. if
length of the array = γ then sort the pixel position based on density
of white sub-pixel around the pixel. Assign black sub-pixels to po-
sitions with high white sub-pixel density and vice-versa.
letM0 andM1 be two n×γ basis matrices for encoding white and
black pixel.(Here n=2 γ = 4 and 1→ black , 0→ white)

M0 =

[
1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0

]

M1 =

[
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1

]
C0 = { all the matrices obtained by permuting the column of M0},
C1 = { all the matrices obtained by permuting the column of M1}

Figure 2 shows the how our algorithm encodes the sample binary
secret image shown in figure 1. The final result is :

Input Image
B B B W
B B W W
W W W W
B B B W

Share1
1 1 W W
W W W 1
1 W 1 W
1 W 1

Share2
W W 1 W
1 1 W 1
1 W 1 W
W W 1

Stacked Image
1 1 1 W
1 1 W
1 W 1 W
1 1 1

As can be seen from above example stacked image showing 50%
loss in contrast, same as 2-out-of-2 traditional visual cryptography.
Each group of black pixels gets encoded into 100% black. Each
group of white pixels gets encoded into 50% black and 50% white.
Secret image contains number of black pixels = 8 and number of
white pixels = 8. When shares are overlapped then number of black
pixels of the stacked image would be 12 and number of white pixels
of the stacked image would be 4. So contrast would be 50% loss in
the stacked image. Our algorithm is satisfy the contrast and security
condition of visual cryptography [5]. Our algorithm is applicable
for k out of n visual cryptography. Our algorithm is also applica-
ble for grey-level and color images. Dithering technique is applied
in the grey-level images while color decomposition into C(yan),
M(agenta) and Y(ellow) follow dithering method is applied in the
color images. Then using our algorithm we can create the shares.
Figure 3 shows the experimental result of color image using our
method.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
with experimental results and discuss the performance of our pro-
posed algorithm by comparing the results of our method with those
obtained for two existing state-of-the-art methods Hou et al.[3] and
Zhang et al. [7]. Figure 4 shows the images that we have taken for
the performance analysisi of our proposed method. All grayscale
images taken for our test purpose are first half-toned to convert then
into binary images.
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm for encoding Visual Cryptographic Shares using our proposed approach
1: rndP← random permutation([1...n])
2: ind← 1
3: for i = 1, 2, ..., r do
4: for j = 1, 2, ..., c do
5: p = Img(i,j)
6: if (Img(i+x,j+y) == p {∀x ∈ [0, γx],∀y ∈ [0, γy]}) then
7: if (p == 0) then
8: Create shares by choosing a Matrix from C0.
9: else

10: Create shares by choosing a Matrix from C1.
11: end if
12: else
13: list(p) ← list(p) ∪ {i, j}
14: if (length(list(p)) == γ) then
15: for k = 1, 2, ..., γ do
16: denW(k) ← getWhiteDensity(SHARE[rndP(ind)] , list(p)[k].i , list(p)[k].j )
17: end for
18: posP← REVERSE SORT(denW)
19: indx← ind
20: for m = 1, 2, ..., n do
21: for w = 1, 2, ..., γ do
22: SHARE[rndP(indx)](list(p)[posP(w)].i , list(p)[posP(w)].j) ←Mp(m,w)

23: end for
24: indx← indx + 1
25: if indx > n then
26: indx← 1
27: end if
28: end for
29: list(p) ← φ
30: ind← ind + 1
31: if (ind > n) then
32: ind← 1
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
37: end for

As can be seen from figure 5a and 5b, the first as well as second
shares generated by Hou et al. show some structures or patterns that
have very close resemblance with the secret image. It is a security
flaw which is un-acceptable in visual cryptography because one
can obtain an idea of the secret image from a single share only. No
such security flaw is observed in the resultant images produced by
Zhang et al.(figure 6) or our proposed method (figure 7). However
the quality of the resultant image produced by our proposed method
(figure 7) is visually better compared to that produced by Zhang et
al.(figure 6).
As can be seen from figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, the resultant images
(created by stacking of the shares) produced by our proposed algo-
rithm is visually better looking and clearer when compared those
produced by Zhang et al. as well as Hou et al.. In figure 8d (the
resultant image produced by our proposed method), the suspension
cables, cars and the railing in the middle of the bridge is far clearly
visible when compared to figure 8b and figure 8c. In figure 10, the
writing within the logo is readable in the stacked image produced
by our proposed method. The stacked images produced by our pro-
posed method shown in figures 9, 11 and 12 are significantly clearer
and visually better looking compared to those produced by the two
other state-of-the-art methods Hou et al. and Zhang et al.

3.1 Analysis of Resultant Images
In order to analyse the quality of the resultant images produced
by stacking of shares, we divide the resultant image into blocks of
8 × 8. For each block we count the number of black/white pixels
that are present in the resultant image and calculate the number of
black/white pixels that should ideally be present in the resultant im-
age. We calculate the standard deviation between these two counts
for each resultant image. The ideal numbar of black/white pixels
per block are calculated using the equations 1 and 2.

IBci = nBi × nbB + nWi × nbW (1)

IWci = nBi × nwB + nWi × nwW (2)

where nBi = Number of black pixels in ith block of secret image,
nWi = Number of white pixel in ith block of secret image, nbB =
number of black sub-pixels per black pixel in the resultant image,
nbW = number of black sub-pixels per white pixel in the resultant
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Hou et al. [3] Zhang et al. [7] PROPOSED METHOD
Deviation
of Black
(Bdiv)

Deviation
of White
(Wdiv)

Deviation
of Black
(Bdiv)

Deviation
of White
(Wdiv)

Deviation
of Black
(Bdiv)

Deviation
of White
(Wdiv)

SecretImage1(E) 1.921 1.921 2.361 2.361 1.232 1.232
SecretImage2(Bridge) 2.205 2.205 2.376 2.376 1.651 1.651
SecretImage3(Lena) 2.105 2.105 2.098 2.098 1.473 1.473

SecretImage4(Baboon) 2.265 2.265 2.324 2.324 1.537 1.537
SecretImage5(F16) 2.235 2.235 2.471 2.471 1.665 1.665

SecretImage6(Logo) 2.031 2.031 2.335 2.335 1.483 1.483

Table 1. : Analysis of Resultant images using 8× 8 Blocks

image, nwB = number of white sub-pixels per black pixel in the re-
sultant image, nwW = number of white sub-pixels per white pixel
in the resultant image. Thus IBci gives the number of black sub-
pixels that should ideally be present in the ith block of the resultant
image, IWci gives the number of white sub-pixels that should ide-
ally be present in the ith block of the resultant image.
The standard deviation for black/white pixels in the resultant im-
ages are calculated using the equations 3 and 4

Bdiv =

√∑N
1 (IBci −Bci)2

NBlocks

(3)

Wdiv =

√∑N
1 (IWci −Wci)

2

NBlocks

(4)

where Bdiv = deviation of black pixel, Wdiv = deviation of white
pixel, Bci = Number of black pixels in ith block of the resultant
image, Wci = Number of white pixels in ith block of the resultant
image, NBlocks = Number of Blocks.

As can be seen from the table 1, our resultant images are closer
to the ideal results (i.e. standard deviation 0) compared to the two
state-of-art algorithms.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a novel scheme for encoding shares
for visual cryptography without pixel expansion. We have also
shown that our scheme performs better than two of the state of
the art scheme for encoding shares for visual cryptography without
pixel expansion. Our scheme does not have the security flaw that is
observed in Hou et al.[3]. We have also shown that the resultant im-
ages produced by our images are of much better quality (visually)
compared to the shares produced by both the existing schemes con-
sidered. Using standard deviation we have shown that our resultant
images are closer to the ideal results than the two state of that art
schemes considered. We have also shown that our scheme is appli-
cable for grayscale images as well as chromatic images.
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Fig. 2: A small example showing the working of our algorithm

(a) Secret Image (b) First Share

(c) Second Share (d) Resultant Image

Fig. 3: Using Proposed Scheme

(a) Image1 (b) Image2 (c) Image3

(d) Image4 (e) Image5 (f) Image6

Fig. 4: Our Test Images
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(a) 1st Share (b) 2nd Share (c) Result Image

Fig. 5: Using MPEM Scheme

(a) 1st Share (b) 2nd Share (c) Result Image

Fig. 6: Using ZIG-ZAG Scheme

(a) 1st Share (b) 2nd Share (c) Result Image

Fig. 7: Using Our Proposed Scheme

(a) Secret Image (b) Hou et al.

(c) Zhang et al. (d) Proposed Method

Fig. 8: Resultant Images of Bridge

(a) Secret Image (b) Hou et al.

(c) Zhang et al. (d) Proposed Method

Fig. 9: Resultant Image of Lena

(a) Secret Image (b) Hou et al.

(c) Zhang et al. (d) Proposed Method

Fig. 10: Resultant Image of logo
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(a) Secret Image (b) Hou et al.

(c) Zhang et al. (d) Proposed Method

Fig. 11: Resultant Image of Baboon

(a) Secret Image (b) Hou et al.

(c) Zhang et al. (d) Proposed Method

Fig. 12: Resultant Image of F16
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